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Level 3 vocational 
qualification
e.g.BTEC national 















Design!branch! Student!Number! Image!and!Media!branch! Student!Number!
Graphic!Design! 75! Photography!! 50!
Textile!Design! 25! Film!and!TV!Advertising!! 50!
Fashion!Design! 50! Animation! 50!
Industrial!and!Product!Design! 75! Web!Design! 25!
Comprehensive!Design! 25! Illustration!! 25!
Exhibition!Design! 25! Web!Games!Design! 50!
Artistic!Design! 25! ! !!Table!1:!Subject!Area!and!Intake!Number!in!Design!and!Image!and!Media!Branches!at!CAA!in!2008!!The!selfRcompletion!questionnaire!was!comprised!of!five!sections:!1)!participants’!personal!information,!including!gender,!secondary!education!background!in!relation!to!art!and!design,!parental!educational!background,!and!current!major!and!level;!2)!perception!and!motivation!in!applying!art!and!design!higher!education;!3)!factors!influencing!the!choice!of!institutions!and!subject!areas;!4)!experience!of!attending!preRexam!training!and!art!examinations;!5)!reflection!on!the!learning!during!the!foundation!year!and!choice!of!subject!area!in!relation!to!a!future!career!(Appendix!1).!The!questionnaire!was!preRtested!with!a!group!of!students!in!a!foundation!school!in!Shanghai.55!On!average,!the!questionnaire!took!between!10!and!15!minutes!to!complete.!The!respondents!









































Senior Secondary School  
(ages 1518) 
Vocational and Art  
Secondary Education 
Senior Vocational and Art Education 
Vocational Diploma 





Junior Secondary School (ages 1215) 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Prospectus  CAA's website School 
teachers 








































































































































































































































































































































































































Gender! ! ! ! Male! ! ! ! ! Female!
Year!of!Birth______________________!
!













































  Yes! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !




















! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Not!agree! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Strongly!agree!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 1! ! ! ! ! ! ! 2! ! ! ! ! ! ! 3! ! ! ! ! ! ! 4! ! ! ! ! ! ! 5!




2. Choosing! a! good! art! institution! is! more!
important!than!choosing!a!subject.! !








  ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
!






! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! No!affection! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Strongly!affect!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 1! ! ! ! ! ! ! 2! ! ! ! ! ! ! 3! ! ! ! ! ! ! 4! ! ! ! ! ! ! 5! ! ! !
1. Lower!criteria!of!cultural!examination!
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!
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!
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 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! No!affection! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Strongly!affect!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 1! ! ! ! ! ! ! 2! ! ! ! ! ! ! 3! ! ! ! ! ! ! 4! ! ! ! ! ! ! 5! ! ! !
1. It!is!quite!necessary!to!attend!a!pre_exam!





3. Sketching! and! colouring! are! basic! skills!
for!all!forms!of!art!and!design!education.! !
4. You!will!not!get!a!higher!score!if!you!can’t!




Have! you! attended! the! PreQexam! training!
course?! !
  Yes! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! No!
!
How! import! did! the! PreQexam! Training!







  ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
!
!
  ! ! ! !    !
!
!
  ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
!








  To! gain! more! information! about! the!
mechanism!of!the!entrance!examination!
and!to!get!exam_oriented!training! !
  To! find! out! personal! interests! based! on!
art!practice!
  To! acquire! the! more! professional!
guidance! towards!subject!and!university!
application
!
Part!Five:! !
Reflection!on!Subject!Choice!
!
How!do!you!satisfied!with!your!current!subject!area?!
  Not!satisfied!at!all!
  Not!satisfied!
  Not!sure!
  Satisfied!
  Very!satisfied!
!
!
If!there!is!any!chance!for!you!to!reQchoose!your!subject,!what!will!be!your!choice?! !
Please!specify________________________________________________________!
!
!
Why!would!you!change!your!area?!
! v!
  Better!future!career!
  Not!interested!in!current!subject!
  Personal!interests!
  Other!reason,!please!specify______________________!
!
!
Why!didn’t!you!choose!this!subject?!
  Difficult!to!reach!the!entry!requirement!of!this!subject!
  Know!little!about!this!subject!before!making!the!decision!
  Not!in!the!list!of!subjects!for!recruitment!in!this!institution!
  Other!reasons!(please!specify)_______________________!
!
!
*!This!questionnaire!is!designed!by!the!author!and!translated!from!a!Chinese!version.! !
